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OVERVIEW
Over time as technology has evolved around the 
logistics industry, business models have sometimes 
remained stagnant resulting in sales goals that don’t meet 
expectations. Business owners in the industry say that 
their current compliance and lead generation models 
require a lot of nurturing for successful sales enablement, 
but that it’s imperative to keep pace with the market.

When partnering with a new company Flobile works 

areas. Over 10.5 billion tons of freight is transferred 
annually in the US, using over 3.6 million heavy-duty 
trucks operated by 3.5 million commercial drivers.

companies nationally, operating in over 3,000 locations, 
they had trouble connecting with these potential prospects 
because they were working with outdated and inaccurate 
data.

Through repeated assessment and analysis of their current 

missing links and connected the dots using their expertise 
and resources to create a custom path to success. Flobile 

implemented a data governance solution to make sure that 
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2x
data enhancement

100
hrs/month reduction in time spent 

on calls by the inside sales team

200%
increase in engagement rate

CONCLUSION

RESULTS

CAP DIGISOFT SOLUTION APPROACH
 

Prospect Database Cleansing

valid ated existing contacts with shops around the 

was accurate before adding them to the CRM.

New Prospect Identification

of their customers and then used th at data as the 

Custom Dashboard
Flobile created a custom dashboa rd for the inside 
sales team to view comple te prospect data with 
insig hts on existing and new p rospect listing s.

By providing d ata enableme nt on truck information for existing and new lead s, Flobile was able to create a 
roadmap for continued g rowth and su ccess. Flobil e’s partnership resul ted in:

and qualitative actionable tasks, and the resources to complete them within an aggressive timeframe. 
That relationship can be even more valuable when that partner has the experience to take data and combine it 
with a proven track record of success in digital marketing to drive those sales home. Flobile combines all 

Flobile was able to provide 
them with positive sales results.
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